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"These guys have never won
a Southern Conference championship, but the emphasis is
on them improving as basketball pl,ayers and the team getting better."
BIiiy Donovan
head coach

Southern
Conference
championship, a trip
to
the
NCAAbask et ball
tournament and a little respect are
items the Marshall basketball in the country if we're going to
team is in search of.
be competitive."
"Our goal as a basketball
According to forwards Troy
team is to win the Southern Gray and Shawn Moore, evConference championship - I eryone has the green light '
really want that for these sev- when it comes to taking the
en seniors," Donovan said. three-point shot.
"These guys have worked very
"I like it," Gray said. "I guess
hard."
you could compare it to a deThe basketball team's com- fensive end making a touchposition is top heavy with sev- down."
en seniors and only one sophMoore and Gray both agreed
omore and two freshmen.
that this year's team is more
Returning from last year's disciplined and focused on their
9-18 team are Tink Brown, goals.
Troy Gray, Malik Hightower,
"Wejust play his (Donovan's)
Shawn Moore, Curtis Ray- style ofbasketball," Moore said.
mond and Doug Schieppe. "And that's unselfish basketThadeus Bonapart, a prop-48 ball. It's a total turn around
last year, is the lone sopho- from last year."
more, with Chris Gray and
Donovan said concerns
walk-on Jason Hammond as plaguing the team is the lack
the freshmen.
of depth and the high turnover
Coming into his first season factor.
as a head coach, Donovan has
"We don't have a lot of depth
made some changes in Mar- and our side of the (Southern)
shall's style of play and the conference will be very complayers have been working petitive," Donovan said. "Also,
since the summer to make ad- we make entirely too many
justments.
turnovers and therefore, we are
The seniors and coaching a very inconsistent basketball
staff participated in a 10-day team. Without question, we've
exhibition tour in Spain which got to get better in those areas
the team concluded with a 4-3 and the work ethic has got to
record.
be constant everyday."
Prior to making the trip, the
The work ethic issue is not
team practiced together for 10 open to debate either, which
days, the maximum allowed Donovan demonstrated by susby the NCAA.
pending guard Malik HightThe Thundering Herd will ow er and forward Thad
be sporting the three-point of- Bonapart before the first night
fensive attack for the 1994-95 of exhibition play against Inseason, a style of play which ter-Bratislava.
requires top conditioning lev"They broke a team rule, one
els, according to Donovan.
which the team and coaches
"In our style of play, any- agreed upon," Donovan said.
thing is possible," Donovan "It wasn't an extremely serisaid. "But, we have to be one of ous issue, but I believe it was
the better conditioned teams necessary for them to get refo-

Doubleheader

n wlll be two for the
price of one when
the women'• team
opens a doubleheader at .5 :15 p.m.
Saturday against
Sports Cnasaclers. ,
The men wlll follow ,
against Reebok AAU~

T
It's not about Camaros

T

cused on our objectives."
Donovan said the team has
to become more competitive
and win on the road for the
season to be successful.
"This team hasn't won on
the road and we've got to do
that if we're going to be in the
conference race," Donovan said.
"We've got to create a competitive atmosphere. Everything
we do in practice is competitive."
"We're trying to instill a philosophy that when you lose, it's
got to absolutely kill you."
Donovan said the team has a
desire to win and he believes
the fans will be proud of the
Herd.
"These guys have never won

in college and they don't know
what all this work is leading
to," Donovan said. "We're constantly talking about trying to
win a Southern Conference
championship, but the emphasis is on them improving as
basketball players and the
team getting better."
Tomorrow the Herd takes to
the court in its final exhibition
game against Team Reebok
AAU.
Regular season play begins
with the home opener against
Bluefield College Nov. 26.

It's not about spanking
the monkey
T
It's not about flannel
T
It's not about Our jobs,
Our children, Our future
T
It's not about safe sex
T
It's not about Newt
T
It's about Dance
gravity wins
fri & sat nights

Behind Mycroft's
20th st. & 3rd ave.
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Working for
The Parthenon...
It's Better than
Burgers!!

Easter 1987. Age 5

Easter 1988, Age 6

Easter 1989,Age 7

"Hey, ifs a. job, but ifs not
the wo~t one," fall 1994
Lifestyle Editor
- Gary Smith

Join The Parthenon and be a
computer guru - news/sports/feature
writer - graphic artist - pasteup/production
worker - editorial cartoonist - photo editor
columnist - lifestyles editor - sports editor
assistant news editor - news editor managin.g editor - editor

L.orien Lea Denham.
Killed by a drunk driver on Good Friday, Marc~ ~9. 199!, at
College Park Drive and Hwy.19 North m Mend1an,M1ss.

If you don't stop your friend from dnving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

FRIENDS DON'T LET FRIENDS DRIVE DRUNK.
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Women's basketball
receives newcomers
By Jason Philyaw

Reporter

r·

<

After returning only two
starters from a team that
finished 12-15 a year ago,
the Herd women's basketball team was picked to finish fifth by league coaches
in the eight team Southern
Conference.
Marshall coach Sarah
Evans-Moore said the voting was based on returning
players only.
"The coaches picked us in
that position because ofwhat
they know we have coming
back," the third year coach
said.
"I can't tell you where we
will finish, but we will be
morecompetitivethanfifth."
Jodi Baker and Tamira
Higgins are the only returning starters from a year ago,
but a talented group offreshmen and one junior college
transfer could make the
Thundering Herd Women's
Basketball Team one of the
surprises in the conference
this year.
RaShawnda Horton, a
j unior
guard
from
Zanesville, Ohio, is a transfer from Sullivan Junior
College.
Coach Evans-Moore said
Horton is the quickest and
most athletic player on the
team.
Center Jackie McCoy, a
freshman from Springfield,
Ohio, could have an impact
on the inside this year,
Evans-Moore said.
"She's a great shot blocker.
She's always blocking
everyone's shot in practice.
She has good technique on
that."
Natal Rosko, a freshman
guard from Youngstown,
Ohio, could also be an impact player this year.
"She's a strong three point
shooter and a good ball-handler so I expect to see a lot of
her on the court this year,"

Although there are only
two starters returning to
the women's basketball
team this year, Coach
SarahEvans-iv!ooresays
the seven newcomers
have tremendous potential and are very versatile and athletic.
Evans-Moore said.
Other freshmen Coach
Evans-Moore said she will
be hoping to get playing
time from are Cind y
McCauley from Mt. Vernon,
Ky.; Keri Simmons from
Orrville, Ohio; and Aisha
Byrd from Springfield,
Ohio. Coach Evans-Moore
said these players can play
either guard or forward.
The lone walk-on this
year is Juliette Donahue, a
freshman guard from Point
Pleasant.
Coach Evans-Moore said
she is very pleased with the
newcomers to the Marshall
program.
"They all have tremendous potential," she said.
"They are very versatile and
very athletic."
Injuries have plagued the
newcomers in practice early
this year.
McCoy suffered a knee
injury in practice last Saturday and will not play in
this weekend's exhibition
game and may not play in
the season opener next
weekend against Youngstown State.
Horton received a concussion in pr actice this week
and is still being held out by
doctor's orders.
Rosko sprained her ankle
in practice Wednesday. She
pr obably will not play this
weekend, but could be back
for the Nov. 26 opener, according to Evans-Moore.
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Herd top rebounder begins last season
By Chris Johnson
Reporter

Herd basketball startingcenter J odi Baker expects nothing
less than th an t he Southern
Conference championship during her last season.
"I am real excited about this

"I am real excited about this season. We have the talent. We
can feel the team getting better with every practice."

Jodi Baker
Herd basketball starting center

season. We have the talent. We
can feel the team getting bet-

Marshall Basketball
Doubleheader
LIVE
Coverage on c--=o.-.-..
WMUL-FM 88.1
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• Now Serving All I/ j,~;
Legal Beverages !!~_}J1

Baker was the team's leading rebounder with
a 7.9 average per game. This is her fourth year
playing basketball at Marshall.

Jodi Baker, the starting center for the Herd,
will begin her last season Nov. 26 when the
team plays Youngstown State. Last year,

~

Broadast Voic~ ofMarwll University

said. "'We came here together
and have seen players come
and go. We can say that we
made it, together. We both

Niihtly Specials
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ter with every practice," Baker
said.
Baker, a senior from
Jonancy, Ky., was the team's
leading rebounder with a 7.9
average per game. She was also
the team's t hird leading scorer
with a 11 point per game average. Baker has played in every
Lady Herd game since the
1991-92 season.
Baker is on e of only t wo seniors on t he team, which h as
seven new players.
Baker said she and fellow
seniorTamiraHiggins have developed a good relationship.
-We are really close," she

Womenat5 pm
Men at 7:15 pm ;

..
Nov. 1·9
,'

Sat~

want to go out winning."
TheHerdbasonlythreeplayers besides Baker who are at
least six feet tall.
Despite the lack of height,
Baker said that the Lady Herd
will match up well against any
t.eam.
-nu. team hM a lat alplayerswbeaaplaycliffennt poeitiona. w...wr,wnat0e&Jad
we a n ~ not a&aid of
any ............
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Bro""n, Moore lead Herd
Donovan expects experience, leadership from pair
'Slender Magician' Brown sports
new attitude, new uniform number,
new goals in final season with Herd
Bi, Chris Johnson
Reporter

Since last season, Herd
guard Tink Brown has got-

AllpllOIO

Coach BIiiy Donovan hopes to see Tlnk Brown shooting
often this seasojn In the Herd's new offense.

Moore thinks Herd
is ready for season
Bi, Chris Johnson
Reporter

style that Donovan has
brought to Marshall.
"It's a real open style of
The Sporting News and play that is fun to watch.
t h e There is a lot of encourageSouthern ment to take open shots,
Confer- which helps everyone's cone n c e fidence.•
coaches
Moore said the new sys••• "t. ~
have vot- tem has brought the team
e
d closertogether. "Weare one
~Shawn unit on the court this year.
Moore as Everyone is on the same
Moore
oneofthe page.•
top players in the conferWith teams like Kenence, but Moore could care tucky, Wake Forest and
less.
Kansas State, the Herd's
"I don't pay attention to non-conference schedule
any of the limelight stuff," promises to be a challenge.
Moore said. "I don't want to Moore said the Herd's nonbe remembered as an indi- conference matchups will
be helpful in preparing for
vidual."
Moore, a senior forward conference play.
from Greenville, N.C., led
-We will never go into a
the team in scoringlastyear game expecting a loss," he
with an average of 17.3 said. "We are not intimipoints per game. He also dated by any team on the
led the team in rebounds, schedule.•
averaging6.8 per game, and
This will be Moore's sechad a team-high 49 steals. ond season as the starting
Ten of those steals came in small forward. During the
onegameagainstEastTen- 1992-93 season he started
nessee State, the most 10 games, including the
steals by any player in a season finale in which he
NCAA game last year.
scored 30 points and
One statistic that Moore grabbed 14 rebounds. Inhis
would rather not have led 49 career games, Moore has
the team in was turnovers. scored in double figures 33
Herd coach Billy Donovan times.
said that cutting out some
He has put up stats that
of Shawn's turnovers is a would make him a capable
must for this season.
go-to player. But the 6- 6'
-Shawn plays as hard as senior is glad he hasn't
any player I've been emerged into that role.
around,"Donovan said. "He -rhis team doesn't need a
has worked hard to cut go-to player,• he said. -We
down on turnovers. Shawn don't want to be known as
can be a turnover factory.• an individual with a supMoore said he has been porting cast. We want to be
impressed with the new known as Manhall."

ten a new coach, a new jersey number and a tattoo.
One thing that hasn't
changed is Brown's spot in
the Thundering Herd lineup as starting point guard.
"Tink has to step up and
be a leader for us," Herd
head coach Billy Donovan
said "He has the ability to
make other players on the
floor better.•
Brown,Beckley, senior,
became the starting point
guard during the 1992-93
season. Brown started 27
games and recorded 14 assists in his first collegiate
game. Last year Brown
started in 26 games and
wasthefourthleadingscorer on the team, averaging
9.3 points per game.
He led the Herd in minutes played, assists, steals
and three-point field goal
percentage.
With the Herd's new style
ofplay there should be plenty ofshots for Brown to take.
Donovan said he would like
to see Brown taking a big

share of them.
He said that the new con"Sometimes he is too unself- ditioning should help the
ish," Donovan said.
team make some noise in
Brown is more than happy the Southern Conference.
to oblige.
-rhis is my last year and I
'The new offense gives ev- want to go out a winner,"
eryone more freedom," he said. Brown said.
'This year ifthe shot is there,
Coach Donovan is not the
I'm not going to pass it up."
only new thing in Brown's
Brown added that he is look- life this season. Herd fans
ing forward to the Herd's new may notice that Brown is
up-tempo game and has had not wearing his familiar
some exposure to it in the past. number zero this year. Also
"We played a similar style in new is a tattoo that says
high school, just not quite as "Slender Magician"on his
intense."
left arm.
Brown played his high school
He said that he switched
ball at Woodrow Wilson in to number three for someBeckley, where he was a two- thing different. The tattoo
time all-state selection. In his comes from a nickname he
senior year, Brown averaged picked up in high school.
17 points per game and nine
"Slender Magician" seems
assists per game while leading a fitting nickname for somethe Flying Eagles to the state one who was rated one ofthe
championship.
best ball-handlers and
While the style of offense is passers in a recent poll by
similar, Brown conceded that Southern Conference coachDonovan's style of condition- es. He said he has set his
ing is like nothing he has ever sights on breaking the school
experienced.
record for assists in a game,
"We worked very hard in the 18, this season.
preseason. I'm in the best con- "I've come close in the past.
dition that I have ever been I think with this new ofin," he said.
fense I can break it."
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Pony Night
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Bucket of 6
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Friday
Partly cloudy
High mid 60s.
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Policy changes up to faculty
By Courtney S. Sisk
R.eporter

Three Student Government
resolutions giving students
more control over their academic life will be considered by
the Faculty Senate, but consideration may be all they get.
"Considering the r esolutions
is not the same thing as agreeing with them," Dr. Bert Gross,
Faculty Senate president, said.
"They will be referred to the
Academic Standards and Curriculum Review committee to
be looked at and considered."
One of the resolutions calls
for extending the WP and WF
period to the last Friday before
Dead Week, which used to be
university policy.

•

"It was changed because of
the high rate of students withdrawing from classes," Gross
said. "What happened was that
50 students would sign up for
a class. Of the 50, 35 students
would finish it. That's 15
spaces that could have been
filled by students who need
the class to graduate."
The second resolution recommends abolishing mandatory advising in all departments.
"The College of Liberal Arts
has already abolished mandatory advising except for students in communication studies, philosophy and classical
studies, and to keep advising
for those three programs was
the decision of the faculty in

those programs," Dr. Frances
Hensley, associate dean of the
College of Liberal Arts, said.
"As far as I know, all other
departments don't have mandatory advising either, so this
is a moot resolution," she said.
Dr. Calvin Kent, dean of the
College of Business, agreed.
"The College ofBusiness only
has mandatory advising for
freshmen, first semester transfer students and students on
probation," Kent said.
The third resolution concerns
abolishing mandatory attendance policies in 200, 300 and
400-level classes.
Kent said mandatory attendance decisions should be left
up to each instructor.
"Individual instructors take

different approaches to their
classes. In some classes attendance is part of the total experience of the class," Kent said.
"In others you can get the
material without being there,"
he said. "The instructors have
the right to make the determination as to what students
should do to get the most out of
the class."
Gross said a university as
large and diverse as Marshall
should allow flexibility within
departments.
"I don't think the students
are well served by having the
attendance policies and the
advising policies the same in
all departments," Gross said.
"In some situations attendance
is vital. In others it is not."

Thanksgiving break
for all students will
begin Tuesday after the
last class. Residence
halls will close at noon

Wednesday and will not
re-open until noon Nov.
27.
C.T. Mitchell, director
of University Relations,
said the university will
be closed Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday.
Some students say their
professors have already
cancelled Tuesday
classes.

MUPD

Trip under investigation
By Michelle A. Tveten

R.eporter

If it sounds too good to be
true, it probably is.
Some Marshall students may
have learned this lesson the
hard way ifthey paid $100 to go
on a trip to Washington, D.C. or
New York with Group Tours
Limited.
Randy McCoy ofGroup Tours
Limited placed an ad in the
Oct. 14 Parthenon and placed
posters around campus announcing a tour by a private
coach to Washington, D.C.
Students were asked to pay
$100 to guarantee them a seat.
The students were later in-

•

Thanksgiving
Break

formed through a letter this
trip had been postponed.
The trip was replaced by a
tour to New York City Oct. 28,
which was also postponed, this
time until Nov. 8. The private
coach for this tour never arrived to pick students up.
The phone number to talk to
Randy McCoy at Group Tours
Limited is a voicemail number. And, so far, calls to this
number have not been returned.
Capt. Jim Terry of the
Marshall University Police Department said this situation
was out of his hands.
He said MUPD personnel
asked one student to file a re-

Struttin' his stuff

port and knew of 15-20 other
students who have complained.
Terry said MUPD took the
initial report but because the
incident did not occur on campus it would be turned over to
postal inspectors.
A spokesman for the Attorney General's Licensing Department ofWest Virginia said
Group Tours Limited does
have a valid license for the
state of West Virginia.
However, the travel agency
dqes not have a license to conduct business in the city of
Huntington, according to a
spokeswoman for the city's License and Tax Department.

STUDY

MU generates $300 million impact
By Kara Litteral

News Editor

A study by the College of
Business to be released today
shows Marshall's operations
generate an annual economic
impact of more than $300 million in the Huntington area.
Marshall's $306,915,000 in
economic activity resulted in
jobs for 9,481 people in a fourcounty area around Huntington. This represents 10 percent
ofthe jobs in Cabell and Wayne
counties, Lawrence County,
Ohio and Boyd County, Ky. The
number has grown by about 57
percent since the 1987 study.
Direct local expenditures by
the university and its faculty,
staff, students and visitors
amounted to $154. 7 million and
Marshall spent$48 million with
local vendors. Indirect local
expenditures amounted to $152

A study by the College ofBusiness to be released today shows
Marshall's operations generate an annual economic impact of more than $300 million in the Huntington area.

million. Marshall employees
spent $41.4 million in the local
area. Students spent $63 million and visitors spent an additional $6 million.
PresidentJ. Wade Gilley will
release the study at 2 p.m. in
the Shawkey Room of the Memorial Student Center. The
study covers the fiscal year
beginning July 2, 1993 and
ending June 30, 1994. It includes direct spending by the
university and its students,
employees and visitors, as well

as the additional spending resulting from the direct expenditures.
The study was directed by
College of Business Dean
Calvin A. Kent and prepared
by professors ChandraAkkihal
and Roger Adkins through the
college's Center for Business
and Economic Research.
Other findings in the 1994
study:
* Marshall's total dollar impact on the economy of
$306,915,000 represented an
81.4 percent increase over the
$169,195,000 of 1987.
* The university's total expenditures grew from $63.4
million in 1987 to $139. 7 million, an increase of 120 percent.
* University positions represent 1,638 of the 9,481 jobs
created. The other 7,843 are
Please see STUDY page 10

Photo by Sal9h Fanel

Michael Warren, Fairmont sophomore, struts his stuff
for the ladies at the public relations writing class' Dates
forDimesWednesday nightatMarco's.Theeventbenefited
the Cabell-Huntington Coalition for the Homeless. It raised
$21 0 for the coalition.
Ladies bidded on the 11 bachelors, with bids ranging
from $5 to $65. Each date came with a complimentary
dinner from area restaurants.
Penny Copen, Elizabeth senior, was the highest bidder,
buying Wade O'Conner for $65.
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Physician says he is drawn
to Lincoln County practice
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Dr. Walker, family physician, professor of
medicine and chairman of Family and
By Shawna Edmonds
Reporter
Dr. Robert B. Walker is more
than just a professor and
physician. He is also a friend
and family member, especially
t o those in s ome rural
communities.
Walker, a native of Florida,
moved temporarily to West
Virginia 20 years ago to work
in the National Health Service
Corps of the Public Health
Service. He lived and practiced
medicine inHamlin, W .V a. H e
decided to st ay longer in
Hamlin than the two years he
originally intended.
•0neofthethingsthatdraws
me to West Virginia is that it is
extremely a rural state with a
lot ofsmall communities, and I
think that is its strength in
terms of values and lifestyle,"
Walker said.
Walker practices and
teaches medicine and is also
very active in rural health
policy.
•1 have worked a lot with the
legislature and the governor
with rural health policy as well
as working in other states, such
as Pennsylvania and Texas, as
a rural health consultant,"
Walker said.
Although Walker is involved
in health care policy, he never
forgets the people who
influenced him to stay in West
Virginia. Walker was a family
physician in Hamlin for 12
years and still spends a third
ofhis time there as a physician

Community Health, talks with one of his
patients, Ermal Chapman, at her home.

and medical director of Lincoln
Continuous Care, a nursing
home in Lincoln county.
Walker has started many
programs since he moved to
West Virginia, but the program
that has dealt most with rural
people on an individual level is
the Rural Geriatric Program.
Walker started the program
about five years ago in an effort
to take care of 140 elderly
people in their homes, offering
them the type of care they
would usually receive in a
hospital or nursing home. The
program's expenses are covered
by the pati ent's medical
benefits and a grant given to
the program.
"The program is not only a
service project to meet the
patients' needs, but it is also a
research project to fmd out
what are their needs,» Walker
said.
He said he and participants
in the program have studied
the elderly patients' nutritional
needs; their accidents and falls,
which are particularly hard on
rural elderly; their billing
status; their use of the health
care system; and the problems
they have and how they can be
dealt with at home.
"The goal of the program is
to keep rural people at home
where they want to be, rather
than in a hospital and nursing
homes," Walker said.
He said the program does a
lot more than provide medical
care. It also focuses on home
improvement and prevention.

Volunteer s from various
universities build devices to
help the handicapped elderly
in their homes so they can
function as if they were in a
hospital or nursing home.
Each of the program's
volunteers has his or her own
group of patients, and every
Wednesday morning Walker
meets them to review the
patients' cases.
Mike Grome, a physician
assistant who works with
Walker on the home visits, said
the program is very rewarding
to the patients.
"The reward the patients feel
is a particular investment by
their medical provider, that
their provider is interested in
them individually," Grome
said
"His knowledge of medicine
is so good that he is very
comfortable with caring for a
patient as a person, making
choices for their lives that are
bestforthem medically, rather
then getting caught up in all
the facts of medicine."
The most memorable
experience Grome has of
Walker caring for a patient
when he cared for a woman
with severe arthritis. He gave
her injections for the pain and
inflammation, and in return,
she treated him as her own
son.
"He was able to be her
physician, a very good friend,
and someone she treated as a
member of her family," Grome
said

Play at bookstore about fake life form
By Julla G. Lllkendey

Reporur
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Classifieds
IFor Rent
AYf FOR RENT 1 BR furnished apt. Requires DD &
lease. 1509 3rd. Ave. M & M
Property Mgmt. 757-8540
HOUSE FOR RENT Very
nice 5 BR house. Furnished
kitchen, washer / dryer
hookup. No pets. $925 per
month plus utilities and $500
DD. Call 523-5620
FURNISHED 1 BR APT located at202Norway Avenue.
Large Lv. room,kitchen, bath.
$325/month + $325 DD. Call
523-2403
7fH AVENUE AP'TS. 1 BR
furnished at 1603 7th Ave.
Available in December. Offstreet parking. Utilities paid.
Call 525-1717.
TWO BR furnished apt in
Chesapeake. Route 7 400 1/2
Rockwood Ave. Furnished
kitchen.
Washer / dryer
hookup. No pets. $375 per
month plus utilities. Deposit
on year lease. Call 523-8822

IFor Sale
1986 TOYOTA MR2,
Sunroof, AC, Alpine stereo
system, 5 speed, great condition. Call 697-3422
1986 NISSAN SENTRA, 5
sp eed, A/C, AM-FM radio.
$2400 Call 696-7229

ITravel
SPRING BREAK SPECIALS! Bahama Party Cruise
6 days including 12 meals
$279! Panama City kitchens
$129!Cancun & Jamaica $399!
Dayton a $159! Keys $229!
Cocoa Beach $159 !-800 678-

1Adoption
HAPPILY MARRIED childless couple wishing to adopt a
white infant. Willing to pay
medical/ legal expenses. Call
com ~ ~ 44-"2151 ~ •
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!Help Wanted

D
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SPRING
BREAK
95
America's #1 Spring Break
company! Cancun, Bahamas,
Daytona & Panama! 110%
lowest price guarantee. Organize 15 friends and
TRAVEL FREE! Earn highest
commissions! Call (800) 32TRAVEL
SEEKING COMPUTER science student to help select
equipment, programs and
perform maintenance on a
small business computer.
Flexible, short hours. Perhaps
10perweek.1 block from campus. Call 525-2481 Mon. - Fri.
2 - 5 pm. Ask for Dirk or Lisa.
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SPRING BREAK '95 - Sell
trips earn cash & go free!!
StudentTravelServicesisnow
hiring campus representatives. Lowest rates toJamaica,
Cancun, Daytona and
Panama City Beach. Call 1800-648-4849.
NOW ACCEPTING applications for clerks. Apply at
Sunoco Sun Expre, US Route
60 location, Wed. Thur. only
between 12 - 4 pm.
PART-TIME, temporary,
help wanted for paper shredding. ContactTonda, 523-7491
at State Electric Supply.
$1500 WEEKLY possible
mailing our circulars! No experience requi red! Begin
Now! For info call 202-2988929

WANTED part-tim e waitress barm aid. Apply in person at The Double Dribble.

IMiscellaneous
TYPING d one at $1.50 per
page. Resumes, research papers and letters. All wordprocessing guaranteed . Pickup and d elivery available.
429-7202.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Carry-out for lease at
4525thAve.Call525-7643for
d etai s.
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Cops don't show, licenses don't go
CHARLESTON-The state
Division ofMotor Vehicles dismissed 1,094 license revocation cases last fiscal year because police officers failed to
show up for appeal hearings,
Commissioner Jane Cline said
Wednesday.
That was up from 785 cases

in the 1992-93 fiscal year and
444 in 1991-92, she said.
Most ofthe cases in the 199394 year, which endedJune30,
involved city police officers and
charges of drunken driving or
refusal to take breath teats,
Cline said.
The Division of Motor Vehi-

~==================~
READ The Parthenon &

WIN
After Thanksgiving Break watch The
Parthenon for your chance to win
FREE prizes. Its simple and easy.
Brought to you by
Marshall University Bookstore

~~~
~~~~
~~~~
~~~~

New York Times Best Sellers

15°/o Off Everyday
Fiction Paperback
MR MURDER b y Dean Koontz
List $6.99
Our Price $5.94

Non Fiction Paperback
EMBRACED BY THE LIGHT
by Betty J. Eadie
List $5.99
Our Price $5.09

Fiction Hardback
THE CELESTINE PROPHECY
by James Redfield
List $17.95
Our Price $15.25

Non Fiction Hardback
CROSSING THE THRESHOLD OF HOPE
by John P.aul II
List $20.00
Our Price $17.00

New Releases
THE LOTTERY WINNER
by Mary Higgins Clark
List $22.00
Our Price $18.70
A TANGLED WEB
by Judith Mttchell
List $23.00

Our Price $19.55

PRINCESS IN LOVE
by Anna Pasternak
List $17.95

Our Price $15.25

cles must drop cases under pact as a guilty plea but allows
state law if the arresting offic- for a revocation appeal because
ers do not attend appeal hear- ofa loophole in the law, Adkins
said.
ings, Cline said.
Nearly all defendants plead
The law was changed last
year to make revocations auto- no contest in such cases, Admatic without appeal ifthe de- kins said.
Also, last year, officers
fendants plead guilty in magistrate court, freeing the offic- showed up but refused to testiers from having to attend hear- fy in 328 cases, up from 209 in
ings, said J . Michael Adkins, 1992-93 and 104 the previous
assistant manager of driver year, Adkins said.
Officers often decide not to
services.
However, lawyers now tell testify either because of plea
their clients to plead no con- agreements worked out in crimtest, which has the same im- inal court or because they have

a change ofheart and decide to
give the suspect a break, Adkins said.
Last year, 9,184 West Virginia drivers had their licenses
revoked, compared with 10,353
in 1992-93.
The number of appeal hearings last year was 3,907.
That number is up from
2,813 hearings of the previous
year.
The Division of Motor Vehicles upheld 1,924 revocations
upon appeal lastyear and 1,424
in 1992-93.

Gordon finishes its flash
BAREFOOT BAY, Fla. Tropical Storm Gordon blew
out of harm's way Thursday
after spawning tornadoes and
floods that killed six people,
destroyed dozens ofhomes and
damaged the nation's winter
vegetable crop.
More than 35,000 acres of
winter vegetables were damaged or wiped out in Dade
County. Squash, beans, cucumbers and tomatoes were under
a foot of water, being devoured
by fungus and bacteria. And in
central Florida, the citrus
groves were too wet for picking
-a serious blowforthe Christmas giftfruit shippingmarket.
~ . this is terrible," said
Bobby McKown, director of

stepped outside.
"If Delores had not gotten up
and come looking for me, she
would have been badly hurt,
maybe killed," Moyer said.
"Just thinking about it makes
me want to ery.•
Gordon also was b1amed for
two drownings and three
deaths in car accidents in Florida, as well as an estimated
400 death, in Haiti, Cuba and
380.
Jack Fuller was crushed to Jamaica.
All tropical storm warnings
death and his wife, Jean, was
critically injured when the tor- were discontinued Thursday
nado flattened their mobile for Florida as Gordon moved
northeast at 15 mph. A flash
home.
Frank Moyer, 68, was afraid flood watch was in effect for
he'd lost his wife, Delores, when the coastal Carolinas, butmost
the twister mangled their liv- of the storm was expected to
ingroom. Luckily, she hadjust pass well to the east.

Florida Citrus Mutual, a grower's group. -rhis rain ia going
to have a tremendous negative
impact.•
The worst property damage
waa in the Atlantic Coast retirement communities ofBarefoot Bay and Snug Harbor
Lakes, where a tornado Tuesday night destroyed 68 mobile
homesand~morethan

BRIEFS
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.. from wire reports

U.S. Roman Catholic bishops fight spread of euthanasia
WASHINGTON (AP) - A week after Oregon voters approved physlclan-esslstect
aulclde, U.S. Roman cathollc bishops .,.
marahallng their resources to fight the
apread of euthanasia.
The NatlOnal COnterenceof cathollc BIShops unantmouaty approved a statement on
violence Wednesday that declarN euthanasia - along with abortion and the death
penalty - part of a aoclal trend to seek
violent answers to some of the country's
most dlfflcult aoclal problems.
The bishops were acheduled to vote
Tbur9day on proposed ethical dlrectlvN

on health care that would allow physicians
to ease the pain of terrnlnaDy II patJents
even If It hastens their death, bul would
outlaw euthanasia In the natlon'smontttwl
1,200 cathollc health care taclltles.
..We belleve that effective procedurN to
manage pain anct give support and comfOrt
to our sisters and brothers who .,. approaching death Is the best way to 8IIOW
compassion and cant for, and aolldarlty
with, our fellow cltlzenS al the end of their
llves," Archbishop Wllllam J. Levada of
Portland told the bishops' conteNnce
Wednnday.

Weakneaes discovered In U.S. Army's battle readiness
WASHINGTON (AP)-WUk apcu In the of anonymity aid the 1st lntanlry Division.
· Anny's battle rudlnna .,. turning up U.Chanlud, al Fort RIiey, Kan., the 41b
acroa nwty the entn force, lncludlng Infantry DIYISlon., M• chanlDd. 81 Fort ca,.
three tank divisions that would beaked to aon. Colo.,andthe2nd Armored Dlvlalon.•
. tlghtlntheft811tof a KcnenorP9nlanGult Fon Hood, T--. all rec:elV9d the nuHoloweat ,...,... grade.
conflict.
TheN divisions would Nlnlorce rapid r.
New lntormatlon provided to The ANoclated PrNS·on WednNday also lndlcatN IPOftN dlvlllona In a prolonged rmlllct.
PIOblemawllllttneArmydlvl8lona_,.
thlll battle rNCllnNa ._l'NChed blowelt
tntTu11dlly,
but the Army 1'8fuMdtoW
l8vel In 12 years.
the
units,
citing
acurly concem••
- Offlclals commenting only on condition
""
l

a .news tip? Ca~l 'nle Parthenon@ 6696
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SGA needs to be more
in tune with students

2 1 100 SEA rs

'Y An SGA proposal calls for the abolition
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of mandatory attendance policies, mandatory advising for Juniors and seniors,
and extending the WP period.
At Tuesday's SGA meeting, three resolutions proposed by College of Liberal Arts Sen. Fred Hammack
were passed.
These bills are geared toward giving students more
freedom in their classes and in making decisions about
their college careers.
Freedom is something most people advocate. It is
very lf11)0rtant to college students as they begin their
adult lives and make their own decisions.
The policies proposed are supposed to be for the
benefit of the student. However the issues have already
been addressed, and policies developed for the benefit
of everyone involved.
Sure, it would be nice to not worry about an attendance policy when signing up for a class, as one
proposal would allow students to do. Being able to
decide whether to attend class regularty, or just show up
on test day would be a welcome luxury.
However, there are consequences that need to be
considered with this lax policy. What is the point of a
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professor conducting a lecture if students are not going
to show up to hear what he or she has to say? The
professor is being paid to teach, but it is difficult to teach
is debating a proposal to abolish
when no one shows up for class.
class attendance requirements for
Election shows
One of Hammack's main arguments is that students
sophomores, juniors and seniors.
are paying the salaries of professors, thus students voters want less
An advocate of the plan is quoted
as saying students should be reshould not be punished for not attending class. If
warded for attending, not punished
Hammack is concerned about how much he is spending government
for
not attending.
on his education, he should be concerned with getting
I'm responding to Jim
I fully agree. However, I suspect
a quality education as well.
McDermott's article, "System lacks students do not realize some ofthe
Mandatory attendance policies were not developed choice; voters do their best." I'm facts oflife. Students tend to think
to cause problems for students. However, some stu- afraid that McDermott has a gross they begin the semester with an A
dents have to work and mandatory attendance policies misconception of what took place and get penalized later. Not so.
Students begin each semesterin
do create problems for these people. To combat such Nov. 8, 1994. This election was not
problems, students can schedule work around classes about Republicans providing a each class with a grade of zero, or
"meaningful health care system or F. AB they perform the work reand vice versa.
Another· bill, lengthening the WP period until dead continuingsupportforthe National quired, such as attending class,
Endowment for the Arts.• That writing_papers, taking quizzes, et
week has Its shortcomings also.
would be the platform that the cetera, they earn credit. ·
Because the policy was changed a couple of years Democrats ran on.
Their grades climb to 3_percent,
ago, it is unlikely that Fawlty SenatewiN vote to revamp
This election showed that voters 9 percent, 22 percent, up ,pid upthe system. The policy was in1>19mented so students did not want government interfer- provided, of course, they show up
would not sign up for classes that they knew they could ing with the health care system. forclassanddothework.Nowork,
This election showed that voters, nocredit.Noappearance,nocredit.
not complete.
by
a majority, support the "'ConAboutthree-quartersoftheway
WP/WF period ended Nov. 11, which only leaves five
tract with America: 'll1is election through the semester - or, this
weeks in the semester. • students are not aware at this showed that voters want lesa gov- semester, about Nov. 14 - the
point how they are doing In the class, then they should emment.
very best students have finally
not have been in !he class 10 begin wlh.
To aay that this election was a . earnedenoughC'l'edittoptapasStaying In adass until the last day and then df9pping year when voters just wanted to ing grade in the clua. Most ,tu..
I is a waste of time tor both !he professor and the "'kick the bu.mi out" or, uaing the dents will take longer to pt the
studert. Whal wll a studert gu, ~ attending a class phrase, "'thevotenaremadashell,• credit, but they will pt it. Prothat they plan to dmp the lasl week of the semester? -i• truly a false aeeuaation. Not one vided. ofthey will show up for clau
incumbent lost a gov- and do the work.
Wtrt·should a profeseor t-ve to spend time grading a Republican
emonhip, House or Senate seat.
Ithouehtitmighteuetheminda
studoot's Intl and papers I the lludert never realty
McDermott aaya, "'He thinb be
people in the Student Senate to
Intended stay in the class In the first place?
can ,peak for me.• But I would like know that the system enrewards ia
The third bil proposes 1he lboltlon of mandatory to speak for myself when I say, already there and the ayatem of
advising for )nors and Nl'1lorl.
"voter anpt:' does not exist. Only pena)tiea does not exist.
This Is such a great idea that NYeral departments on uninformed media who spread this
Dwight Jensen
campus have already abolished the polcy so students "buu" and confusion• (every election)
like
manure,
hopin1
aomeauoclata
pn,teNor of
can take advantage 1he new technology of phone regthm, will pow.
Jc,wnallam
and mua
istration (MILO).
.
communleatlona
It Is promising that SGA is working to give students
more freedom In their daily lives on Marshal's campus.
Jeremy Maynard
However, 10me of the policies they are trying to
Hunt111gton freshman
change were lq>lemented with studem' Interests In
mind. Two of the existing policies, the mandatory attendance policy and the WP/WF period, were developed
To the editor:
to help serious students succeed at colege.
The GTeek community of MarWe applaud efforts by SGA to make changes
shall
University baa had enough!
To
the
editor:
beneficial to students. However, time and effort should
The days of silence and tacit
be spent on worthwhile proposals, not ones that have
In your Nov. 17 issue, you carry acceptance ofthebedimageGTeeks
• -~ac!Y ~ ~edtvefy ~
.i 't:l ; I''..• t\,. ·.iLt. a •tory saying tbe'Student Senat.e have in this coun~ .have enct.4-

«

Professor offers
clarity on proposal

J_

Greeks tired of
being Ignored

Marshall's Greeks are uniting for
the purpose of bringing the true
nature ofGr~~~ ]jf~ Qut ofthe dark.
The Parthenon is not going to be
allowed to continue ignoring this
most vibrant community at the
university any longer.
We have formed a group for the
sole purpose of bringing the accomplishments and triumphs of
the system to the university's attention.
It is all going to change when we
return to school in January. We
have a meeting with all the houses
Jan. 17 at the Delta Zeta house
and we are going to produce a
Greek-wide calendar ofevents and
plan of attack.
Our grade report will come out
that week and be forwarded to you
and plastered all over campus,
demonstrating once again that
being GTeek improve, academic
performance, in almost all cues,
over all non-GT-eek averages.
We will be fillin1your box with
reports of the CDmmunity service
we will do in the spring, well over
100 man-hours, for dozens oflocal
and national philanthropies.
We will be taldnc over Marshall
for the whole Greek Week in the
spring and Manhall had beat be
ready!
Alone the way. we will continue
to have the mOlt fun and be more
IOCial than any other community
at Manhall University.
To all Greeb outthen who think
they can continue shuffling around
apologizing for their system, we
aay, "If you want to be Greek, act
like it!• Be ready for the revolution
Marshall, even The Parthenon
won't be able to icnore it for long.
Greek Unity Task Force
Matthew Broffl.lnd
Heather Childers

Mia McMeHon

-I

Ken saunders
Courtney Sisk
Jen Swanson
~..""6 Wood
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Fans need to realize the 'King' is dead
In the absence of sleep, caffeine, or a combination
of the two, I mistakenly violated a cardinal rule of
journalism in writing my commentary a couple of
weeks ago - under no circumstances, make reference to the possible existence of Elvis Presley.
Never questioning the rationale behind this accepted tradition, I presumed it was merely a matter
of taste.
Discussion of the King's faked death/after life/alien
abduction seemed to be a genre reserved to periodicals typically graced with cover photos of an avocado
whose profile resembles that of Alfred Hitchcock.
(Who, to avoid any further confusion, is also quite
dead.)
Within a matter of hours after the release of The
Parthenon, the Marshall University chapter of Sideburned Hicks In Teflon (acronym deliberately excluded) had organized a candle-light vigil of rather
militant Elvis impersonators outside my dorm room
demanding to know the King's whereabouts.
The repercussions ofmy seemingly harmless allusion to Elvis became clear. The closing analogy left
these sequined psychos not only disbelieving the
demise, but also presuming that I personally possessed some divine knowledge confirming that His
Pelvisness is still among the living.
This brings us to the case in point- Is Elvis dead?
And if not, where is he?
The scourge ofElvis sightings in recent years lends

J.A. MCMILLAN
COMMENTARY
itself to two basic theories.
Either Elvis is dead, thereby setting a new world's
record for the greatest number of illegitimate children fathered by a corpse.
Or, Elvis is alive, having faked his death to avoid
the disco era, the IRS, and a life condemned to velvet
and wide lapels.
I personally believe the King to be six feet under,
but then again the French consider Jerry Lewis a
comic genius, thereby humbling my opinion ofreality.
Try plotting the locations ofevery Elvis sighting on
any given day. He didn't do this many gigs when he
was alive.
Elvis has become the new Bigfoot. Every famemonger with an insta-matic is out there looking for him.
Mark my words, these platform-shoed yahoos will
soon start producing photos of a sideburned figure
with a guitar over his shoulder, running hunchbacked through the forest, as proof of the King's
existence. People have made it on the talk show
circuit with less.
Enough already with the annual pilgrimages to
Graceland. I think by now, everyone (reserve maybe
Geraldo Rivera) has had about all they can take of
this Elvis lives scam.

I find the notion unlikely at best that Elvis is in
some secluded hideaway plotting his comeback with
the likes of Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin.
Meanwhile, royalty checks surpassing the GNP of
most third world nations roll by at a clip that could
make even Bill Gates drool
And ifhe were still alive and were connected to the
Mob as has been claimed, I think we'd be rid of the
Michael Jackson problem in short order.
To the Elvis disciples reading this column, I have a
little advice.
Wake up and smell the '90s. You got your crumby
little stamp - time to step off.
Elvis has been pushing up daisies for almost 20
years, it's time to give him and your haircuts a rest.
All of us, with or without sideburns, have role
models whom we aspire to be like. It gives us a goal
in life.
However, we can't let our aspirations result in
simple imitation. Make your own mark. Don't shortchange yourselves by committing your lives to trying
to be someone you're not.
Odds are when you're long gone, no one will be
willing to shell out fifty bucks for a vile ofyour alleged
sweat.
Finally, and most importantly, stop playing•Burning Love• outside my door at all hours ofthe night, or
I'll be forced to retaliate with my 8-track collection of
Julio Iglesias' greatest hits.

letters
Letter disgusted
SGA senator
To the edttor:

I was disgusted when I read
a letter you printed in your
Thursday, Nov. 10 issue.
In his letter, Brian Bailey is
attacking me for waking up
and deciding to do something
about the communication problem that exists between the
students and their SGA
Bailey is attacking my idea
of SGA suggestion boxes.
How will the SGA get a clue
ofwhat the students want ifall
the students do is attack the
SGAfor being positive without
telling it what they want?
Shame on you, Bailey.
As a senior you should lead
the students and help them
care about their SGA
It is because of people like
Bailey that the voter turnout
for SGA elections is so low.
Candidates and members of
the SGA should be commended for their hard work and ef-

forts.
the reason it is finally being clientele - the residents The majority of the SGA is addressed by the SGA is that because they have not had to
composed ofstudents who care the College of Liberal Arts has face any competition, being
about Marshall University.
elected student senators inter- guaranteed a fresh stream of
When I read Bailey's letter, I ested in challenging the abus- new residents every semester
was shocked by the level of es the system has laid on the bythepolicyrequiringstudents
ignorance that exists on our student body.
to live in a University Resicampus.
This specific proposal, draft- dence Hall their first two years
The only question for people ed by myself on my second day if the student is not a commutlike Brian Bailey is "Whathave as a senator and co-sponsored er or older student.
you done to improve the SGA by senators from Liberal Arts,
Our proposal is to recognize
besides your negative and ig- Nursing, Science and Educa- the fact that Greek houses are
norant attacks on the students tion, is to address the housing ~vemed by the university alwho do care?"
ready and de facto parts of the
crises of Marshall.
The first crisis is a Greek university housing system.
Kareem Shora one.
This proposal could only be
Huntington junior
Greek houses have had an enacted by the university Preseternal problem with housing ident J. Wade Gilley, but there
exemptions, the special dispen- is a very definite need on the
sations granted to allow fresh- part of the student body to exmen and sophomores to move press its support for this meainto Greek houses, and the fact sure in order for the president
that the university asked the to take it seriously.
Greek system to build large
This proposal would force the
To the Editor:
houses and then phased out Department of Residence Serthe exemption system that vices to respond to a little
A continuing problem con- made the houses supportable. friendly competition (Greek
fronting the community of
The second crisis is a cam- housing, with its 230 total posMarshall will finally come to pus one.
sible population, could never
the SGA's attention at its next
The Department of Resi- threaten the department with
meeting.
dence Services has persistent- its 2,200 total possible populaThe problem is housing and ly ignored the complaints of its tion) and improve value to its

New senator
looks to make
positive changes

WMUL FM 88. 1 Marshall University's award
winning radio station Is now accepting applicaHons for the following Directors positions for
Spring 199A
Deadline is November 22 1994

MUSIC
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The Parthenon, Marshall University's newspaper, is
published by students Tuesday through Friday during
the fall and &pring semesters.
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Huntington, W.Va. 25755
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clientele.
It would also end once and
for all the confusion relating to
the Marshall Greek System's
relationship with the, university.
Theindependentpricingand
services of the Greek houses
would really make value an
issue for fteshmen and sophomores living on campus, something totally unknown now!
It would bring the houses of
Marshall together under the
same purpose - to improve
service to the students of Mar- - . shall and make on-campus living a real value, instead of a
forced commitment.
If the students of Marshall
are looking to see th«! Student
Government Association finally do something that could actually make a difference in the
lives of students, please contact your senator at 696-6435,
or Dr. Gilley at 696-6300 and
~ncourage the adoption of this
policy.
Please be heard!
Matthew Bromund
COLA Senator
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Art historian is devoted
to women's studies
By Julla G. Lllkendey

&porter
She calls herself an art historian turned detective.
Illya Sandra Perlingieri will
conduct an informal session
today at noon in the Birke Art
Gallery.
Sponsored by Marshall
University's Women's Center
and· HMA Docent Corps
Perlingieri, an art historian of
women's studies at San Diego
State University, will speak of
her obstacles she overcame to
find out more about Sofonisba
Anguissola, a 16th century Italian woman painter of noble
birth.
"Throughout history we have
an opportunity to hear his story
not her story," Perlingieri said.
"We can'tjust have history of
a small minority. The dominant white male doesn't work
any more."
In 1976, she took 50 students,
along with her son and daughter to the Los Angeles Museum
of Art.
The art exhibit, "WomenArtists: 1590 to 1950," was the
first demonstration of women

artists and she came u pon
Anguissola's painting by accident.
"My daughter ran up to me
saying, 'Mommy, mommy come
look at this painting of a lady
playing piano in a picture',"
she said. "It was a wonderful
self portrait of Sofonsiba from
1661."
With all ofher years ofstudy,
she had never come across this
artist. Perlingieri bought a
catalog, but it contained very
little information.
She later found more about
Anguissola's connection with
Michaelangelo and how she
worked with King Philip II for
more than 20 years.
Perlingieri has been interested in Renaissance as a child
and it intrigued her that she
never came across Anguissola's
name.
After that, she enrolled in
graduate school, where for the
next 16 years she explored
Anguissola's life.
Her years of research about
Anguissola were always discouraged by her teachers, but
learning
more
abou t
Anguissola became so impor-

tant she funded all her own
research.
During
her
search,
Perlingieri studied 16th century documents while she traveled to Spain and Italy.
Before she started there were
only19 of Anguissola's paintings available for viewing.Now
there are about 60 pieces.
Perlingieri was the first biographer to study the artist's
whole life.
Her book, "Sofonisba
Anguissola: The First Great
Woman Artist of the Renaissance," was published in 1992.
"Anyone inter ested in
woman studies will find her
interesting," saici Susan Jacksoi;t, assistant professor of art.
The lecture is free and open
to the public. Perlingieri hopes
that her audience will have
questions and comments for
her.
Participants are encouraged
to bring a bag lunch, but coffee
and cookies will be served.
"I hope my work set an exa m ple for other schools,"
Perlingieri said. "I want women
to re-examine what they know
about our collective heritage."
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STUDY

From Page 1
secondary employment to serve
the needs of the school, it's faculty, staff, students and visitors.
* Incomes received by local
individuals as a result of university-related expenditures is
estimated at $17 4 million.
Marshall paid $75 million to
university employees. The
school provides 5 percent of all
household income in the four
counties.
* Local city and county governments made an $8.5 million profit due to Marshall.
* Local banks' credit base
was expanded by $74 million.
On average, each Marshall employee maintained $8,126 in
local financial institutions and
each student maintained
$2,127.
* Marshall employees spent
$1.6 million for rental housing
and $38.9 million for non-housing purchases. Employees livingoutside the four-county area
spent$920,000withinthearea.
* Students living outside the
four-county area spent $4.8
million within the study area.
* The value oflocal business
••-.-: :•:-• • c-:

Staff Writer
Marshall University's football team is not the only grou p
on campus that is establishing
a winning tradition and becoming nationally known.
The student-run public radio stationWMUL-FMsnagged
six first place and two second
place awards at the 1994 Cable
News Network/College Media
Advisers Inc. College Radio
Awards Ceremony Nov. 5, in
New Orleans, La.
Dr. Chuck Bailey, associate
professor ofbroadcastingin the
W. Page Pitt School ofJ ournalism and Mass Communications
and faculty manager ofWMUl.r
FM, said the students competed with broadcasting students
from colleges and universities
throughout the United States.
Cameron Smith, a five-year
• Muter Electrician • Insured
• Residential/Commercial
West Virginia Contractor's License:
WV010919

,

I

PROFB8SIONAL

ELE~CAL ._

. CONTRACTING
Charles T. Palmer• Owner
233 West 32nd Street
Huntington, WV 25704

Need a Friend?
Free·P~nancy Test
~ oConfidential
-Malemity & Baby Clothes

Birthright
609 91h Street Room 504
Hrilglon,WV25701
(304) 523-1212

broadcasting veteran and Dr.
Bailey, represented the radio
station at the event.
"Our radio students have established a tradition at WMULFM ofbeing able to successfully compete at the national regional or state level with other
student-operated college radio
stations," Bailey said.
Bailey said WMUL-FM has
been on the air since Nov. 1,
1961 and the station has been
building its program to competition level since 1985.
Cameron Smith said WMULFM performs a variety of functions.
"The station wears many
hats," Smith said. "It serves as
part of a student activity, part
of the journalism curriculum
and part of learning how to
broadcast."
The CNN/CMAawards were

>.•.• •:·:-:·:·:\
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WMUL snags more awards
By Alyson Walls
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judged by Atlanta radio station WOST, which is a CNN
flagship. Both Smith and Bailey said it was an honor to be
judged first by professionals.
"I am proud of ou r broadcasting students who continue
to provide quality broadcast
performances to Tri-State listeners and to be excellent representatives for Marshall University in competitions against
nationally known colleges and
universities," Bailey said.
He also said WMUL-FM relies solely on student volunteers since he does not go out
and recruit or audition students for participation.It is up
to these volunteers to continue
the success of the radio station.
.
"We see this competition is a
mark of accomplishment that
any student can be a part of at
anytime," Bailey said.
a

property devoted to universityrelate4 business was over $207
million.
Ma,rshall's capital expenditures on ne"Y{ building and
equipment were not included
in the overall study. The expenditures averaged over $16
million peryear during the past
seven years.
These expenditures contributed an additional economic
impact of$24,264,436 and created 561 more jobs.
They resulted in $8,197,031
in additional personal incomes
and generated $58,076 in additional tax revenues.
Addition ofthe average capital expenditures to the total
generated by the university's
operations raises the total economic impact to $331 million
and the number ofjobs to more
than 10,000.
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SKI
TIMBERLINE
Thursday's
$40.00
Saturday's
$60.00
Prices are per person;
Includes Lift Ticket,
Ski Rentals, and Roundtrip
Transportation.
For information & Reservations call 522-0409 or
(800) DIAL - WVC

'We.st 'Virginia Coacfi
onavanety

l0plcl.

Come in and c:hooN • Illa. If w don, have it in ll0dl, w. wl special Ofdar fMI book you

. . looking for.

UPCOMING EVENTS:
Jhu,:sday, Ngy. 17: Pemy Perooe speaking on •pan1c Disorder &
Agoraphobia•. 6:00-7:00 PM.
Friday Ngv 18: An evening of Classical Guitar presented by studeru of claaical gular from Marshall Universly. 8:00-10:00 PM.
Saturday Noy. 19· Julie Adams & The Rhino Boys. 9:00-12:00 PM.
1001 COUAH k COIIU lOUII
Uopday. Ngv. 21 ; Drama Interest Group wil present a stage reading
of a scnNq)lay local writer Tony Kessick. 7:00 PM. .
131 4TH. Ave., tllntlnglon, WV (30C) 521-READ . . .Thurs: l:30ant-lpm Frl,Sal: l:30am-11pm
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.FALL
FILM FESTIVAL
·· SH 154
TONIGHT 9:15

FREE with MU ID
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THE SANTA CLAUSE (PG
5:1~7:15-t:20

THE PROFESSIONAL (R
1•1:31-e:so
THE SWAN PRINCESS (G
·1 ~7:00• .00
THE WAR (PG13)
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Lab to study
weight loss
By Mike Taylor

metabolic rate," Shepard said.
"We can determine calorie expenditure t hroughout a per Next semester, a lab will son's day by monitoring their
open in Gullickson Hall to study motion and movements."
obesity and physical fitness.
With that knowledge, ShepP-SET, Pediatric Sport Ex- ard can determine an exercise
ercise and Therapeutic Cen• program and dietary program
ter, will focus on.:.the ~tudy of to fit a p~rson's need.
obesity in gene,ral, with em"Wfr can do a whole caloric
phasis on pediatric obesity.
profile of a person," Shepard
Dr. Terry Shepard, associ- said.
ate professor and exercise physThe idea of starting P-SET
iologist, said the.idea of the lab was easy for Shepard because
is t o "change a per son's eating he realizes t h e need for studyh abit s and to study how a per- ing obesity and is aware West
son's metabolic rate affects the Virginia has a high obesity rate
way the body uses food."
among its residents, he said.
Shepard said he will get most
"The ideas used to treat obese
of his patients from doctor re- adults across the country have
ferrals and word-of-mouth. !fa been unsuccessful for the most
doctor has a patient who may part because most people who
need help losing weight, he Jose weight gain it back," Shepmight refer the patient to Shep- ard said.
ard.
"If we can teach kids at a
"The program is designed to young age to eat healthy and
go above and beyond what exercise, we might be able to
many doctors are trained to prohibit a person from becomdeal with," Shepard said.
ing obese later in life," he said.
After a person has been acHe said people can be classicepted into the program, Shep- fied as lean gainers or easy
ard and his assistants will use gainers. This relates to the
equipment that monitors how role genetics plays in a permany calories are used during son's metabolic rate.
rest and during exercise.
For example, two students
"Each person has a ·resting can eat the same amounts and
metabolic rate and an exercise kinds offood, but one gains five

Reporter

Photo by J.R. McMillan

Debbie Smilley, student assistant, rides a
stationary bike that helps Dr. Terry Shepard,
associate professor and exercise physiologist,
determine a person's metabolic rate when

pounds and the other doesn't
gain any. The one who gains
may be classified as an easy
gainer, Shepard said.
After Shepard determines a
person's metabolic rate, he can
prescribe a dietary and exercise prescription.
"We are going to ask what a
person enjoys doing and what
types of food they like and develop a diet and exercise program to fit what the person
likes to do so it is easier for the

Vel.u_riteers,· lighthouse trees
help give gift of Christmas
By Julia G. Lilkendey

Reporter
For the past 10 years, the
people of the city mission
have given needy families
an opportunity to celebrate
in the tradition of Christmas.
During November, low or
no income families can register for food and toy baskets for Christmas. The city
mission is the only service
agency that will take teenagers.
Last year the mission_
handed out 18,000 food baskets and 19,000 t w baskets:
"I first started working at
the mission in 1989, and we
handed out250 toy baskets,"
said Carolyn Hager, community relations....:airector. "I
don't have to tell you how
many nior~ {~ilies we have
helped since." __
"We have a really big impacton our community," said
Conrad Kinsey, director of
operations_"I've seen families come in with" straight
faces and leav.e with tears of
gratitude."
The food baskets consist
offour days' worth ofgroceries, a 10 to 14 lb. turkey, and
other items to make a Christmas dinner.
The toy baskets are made
.especially for the individuals after recieving information about the children's

"Volunteers are needed to
wrap presents and to work a
table by the trees. We appreciate any support. Everyone giving a little bit helps
our program succeed."
Carolyn Hager
community
relations director

ages, clothes sizes and interests.
The city mission, also known
as the lighthouse of hope, will
again have lighthouse trees.
These trees will be set up today
at ~he Memorial Student Center, K-Mart (Rt. 60), and
Wallmart in Ohio.
Children's names, along with
gift ideas, are put on labels and
hung on the trees. Whoever
picks from the tree is supposed
to give at least one gift. The
treewillbesetupuntilDec.16.
"You don't necessarily have
to get what the children ask
for, just something that the
child will enjoy," Hager said.
"The point is that it is given in
love, no matter how much it
costs."
With the labels attached, the

gifts are to be brought back
to the tree or to the Christmas headquarters at 320 9th
St. (on the plaza between
Bowinkles and Wise Jewelers). The mission will distribute the gifts a week before Christmas to the families.
"Volunteers are needed to
wrap presents and to work a
table by the trees," Hager
said. "We appreciate any
support. Everyone giving a,
little bit helps our program
succeed."
"Many people don't realize that a lot of families are
only about two pay checks
away from being homeless,"
Kinsey said. "A family that
helped us out last year just
registered for baskets themselves for this year."
More information about
the city mission is available
at 523-0293.

exercising. Shepard is opening an obesity lab
called P-SET, or Pediatric Sport Exercise and
Therapeutic Center, to study how obesity can
be controlled and what causes obesity.

person to continue the program ,
and keep the weight off," Shepard said.
He said his program is not a
diet. The difference is Shepard
wants to teach people to select
food more wisely.
"We don't want to starve
anyone or cause anyone to be
unhappy," Shepard said.
The lab where Shepru.-d will
work was not available until
recently because NASA used
the lab to study weightless-

ness. After NASA left, Shepard put in a bid for the space
and received a grant under the
University Greatest Needs
through the College of Education.
Shepard said NASA l eft
equipment and da~ he can use
for his projects.
The lab is under the departments of Health, Physical Education, and Recreation (HYPER)' and the Sports Science
and Wellness Institute (SSWI).

Mayor encourages
public involvement
in local government
By Penny Calder and
Michelle Khuu

"When you're in college, you
shou.ld be involved with the
Mayor Jean Dean spoke government there, not back
about a strong mayor govern- home."

SJP Reporters

ment versus a council-manager government Wednesday in
the Memorial Student Center.
"Sooftenthegovernmentand
the mayor, too, only hear the
negative sides of things. However, we also need to hear the
positive," Dean said.
She spoke about the importance pf public involvement in
the legislative system also.
"It is important that residents not only be involved in
the local government but on
... the legislative part, too. Ifthere
were a considerable amount of
support to the representatives,
then we could get more for the
city. We need to let our legislatorsknowhoww~feel. We could
literally change the face of the
city."
_ She urged the audience, especially the John Marshall and
Yeager Scholars1 .who constituted much of the audience, to
become more involved in government.
"When you're in college, you
should be involved with the
government there, not back
home," she said. She suggested
out-of-state students can keep
in touch with politics by read~ ing the newspaper and attending meetings.

Jean Dean
Huntington mayor
Dean spoke about advantages and disadvantages of a
strong mayor government and
a council-city manager government. She said she thinks the
effectiveness ofgovernment depends mainly on the strength
ofits council members. However, Dean said she favors a
strong mayor government.
''The mayor is elected for four
years. A strong mayor government is more political. It is
bipartisan," Dean said, commenting that a council-manager government involved more
"people politics."
"A manager has to keep the
council happy or he/she will
not be there for very long," she
said.
She said other cities, such as
ones in northern Pennsylvania, were considering riverboat
gambling, and the city that enacted the legislation first would
profit the most.
The meeting was sponsored
by the Society ofYeager Scholars and the League of Women
Voters.
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Aman
of the people,
an island
of calm
Although it's well past t he lunch hour, J im's
Steak and Spaghetti House is still bustling with
activity.
. ..
The dining room is filled with the :hum of
conversation, the clattering of dishes, and t he
smell of food. Servers in starched white uniforms move purposefully from the tables to the
counter and back again,
artfully making their
way between customers. In the midst of all
of the activity stands
Jim Tweel, the proprietor, an island of calm .
Tweel has owned a
restaurant in this spot
on Fifth Avenue since
1938, when he bought
the Kennedy Dairy
Store. HecalleditJim's
Dairy Bar, and it featured five-cent ice
cream cones and tencent milk shakes.
In 1944, at the suggestion ofa friend, Roberto Elmoro, Tweel decided to expand the restaurant as a spaghetti house.
"We used Roberto's recipe for the sauce, but we
enhanced it," Tweel said. "We opened onJuly 15,
1944, and we took in $15."
Under Tweel's watchful eye, the restaurant is
open five days a week and has become a favorite
dining spot in downtown Huntington. The spaJim's Restaurant,
{top right) located at
920 Fifth Avenue, has
been
open
for
business at this
location since 1944.
Owner Jim Tweel, 79,
serves his comunity
wi th passion and
dedication not only
to
improve his
business , but to
create a better image
of Huntington as well.
Tweel, who greets his
customers with a
warm smile, is one of
the many friendly
faces of WV.

ghetti is now so popular that it takes at least 40
gallons of sauce a day to keep up with demand.
Jim's Steak and Spaghetti House has served
lunch to many notables over t he years, including
some presidential candidates. J ohn F. Kennedy
ate lunch there during his 1960 campaign. A
picture and a small plaque mark the booth
where he ate.
"I have about
thirty feet offilm
from that visit,"
Tweel
said
proudly. "When
he came in, I ran
home and got
my camera."
Pat Paulsen, a
comedian with
political aspirations,
announced his candidacy for the
1996 presidential election
from a booth at
the restaurant,
too.
"I donated 79
cents to his campaign," Tweel said with a smile.
Although it may seem that Tweel spends all of
his time at the restaurant, it is not his only
interest.
Tweel serves on the board for the Huntington
Area Development Corporation (HADCO) and
for the Rotary Club, and he is enthusiastic about

"Huntington has been very generous to me ..
Some people think Huntington doesn't have
anything to offer. There's quite a bit of
culture, a lot a athletics, Marshall University, and the social life is good. "
Jim Tweel
Owner of Jim 1s Steak
and Spaghetti House
Huntington's future.
"Huntington has been very generous to me.
Some people think Huntington doesn't have
anything t0 offer. There's quite a bit of culture,
a lot of athletics, Marshall University, and the
social life is good," Tweel said.
"Outsiders sometimes think West Virginians
are barefoot hillbillies, chewing tobacco, but
Huntington is a city with a lot to offer," he added.
Tweel also sings tenor with the Musical Arts
Guild. The guild performs a serious work, such
as an oratorio or a cantata, and a musical every
year.
"I didn't learn to love classical music until I
joined the guild. Now, I love it," sai¢1 Tweel. "I
grew up in the swing era, and I love that music,
too."
"I'm not a bad dancer either," he said with a
smile.
Tweel, who is 79, is remarkably fit and trim.
He attributes his good health to staying active.
He played tennis until two years ago, when he
was sidelined by torn cartilage in his
knee.
"Tennis is the only game I love to play.
Golf is for old folks," Tweel joked.
Tweel's daughter, Jimmie, is considering taking over the business some day,
but Tweel said he's in no hurry to retire.
"I have a good life," said Tweel. "I have
a good family. I work every day. Ilive in
a great city. I love God. What else is
there?"

Story By
Chris Koenig
Photos By
Brian Norvell
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Jefferson City, Tenn.
Jason Hammond
6-3
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Ashalnd, Ky.
Curtis Raymond
210
6-7
Raceland, La.
Malik Hightower
6-5
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Doug Schieppe
6-2
Lebanon, Ill.
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6-2
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Defense! Defense! Defense!

Men's Basketball
Roster
3

13

After a
low
scoring
average of

73.7
points per
game last
season
and giving
up 82.2
points a
game,
head
coach
Billy
Donovan
is
stressing
defense
as one of
the keys
to victory.
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Tournaments together for first time ever
By Jason Philyaw

Reporter
For the first time ever, both
the men's and women's basketball championship will be decided in the same place.
In March, the women's
Southern Conference Tournament was staged in Greenville,
S.C., and was consider ed a failure by many who attended,
includi ng Marshall Athletic
Director Lee Moon .
"We've tried it at different
places," he said. "It's a good

product, but it deserves a better fate."
The new format this year
will consist of the first round
games being played at the campus sites of the higher seeded
team. The semi-finals and the
finals will be played in
Asheville, N.C., along with the
men's tournament.
P rior to last year's tournament in Greenville, t he tournament wa s played at Freedom H all in Johnson City,
Tenn.
Southern Confer en ce Com-

BLIZZARD
Thurs. Nov. 17th & Fri. Nov. 18th

7:30 PM VS.

Birmingham Bulls

-~
For Tickds Call

304/697-PUCK
304/523-5757

Nov. 17 • WRVC presents
"The Blues Brothers"
Nov. 18 - Zl06 presents
''Thanksgiving With The Blizzard"
plus "Turkey Bowling for Prizes

Bea RA
The Department of Residence Services is
accepting applications for RA positions for the
Spring Semester. Applications are available at
the front desk of each Residence Hall.
(Deadline is Nov. 23)

Cannot be combined.
No coupon needed.

missioner Wright Waters said
the reason for the move from
Johnson City to Greenville was
to give the tournament a fresh
atmosphere.
The atmosphere was so fresh ,
hardly anybody showed u p for
the games. The Greenville Audi tori um was 95 percent empty
for most games and even wh en
t h e h ost sch ool, F urman,
played, the arena did not h ave
more than 1,000 people.
By playing t he games in the
Asheville Civic Center prior to
the men 's games, women's basketball will be exposed to people
who normally would not watch
it.
~ e've got to build up a fan
base and find some students
that want to support women's
basketball," Moon said.
Thundering Herd Women 's
Bas k e tball Coach Sarah
Evans-Moore also said she likes
the idea ofplaying in Asheville.
"I think it's a fantastic position to move u s to Asheville
with the men because we've
ha d some trouble with fan support in the past," she said. "I
think this year having it all
together, it's really going to
help u s beca use Marshall fans
are great fans and they will
come down to support the
team."
The first round of the tournamentwill ~March 1 at campus sites, the semifinals March
4 and the championship game
March 5 prior to the men's.
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Stephanie Wine
5-7 Jr.
G
Waynesboro, Va.
Kristi Sexton
G
5-7 So.
Jenkins, Ky.
Natal Rosko
5-6
Fr.
G
Youngstown, Ohio •
Jackie McCoy
5-11 Fr.
C
Springfield, Ohio
Keri Simmons
5-11 Fr.
F
Orrville, Ohio
Aisha Byrd
6-0 Fr.
F
Springfield, Ohio
Nakia Watkins
6-3 Jr.
C
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cindy McCauley
F
5-11 Fr.
Mt. Vernon, Ky.
Winetta Evans
5-10 Jr.
F
Huntington, W.Va
Hope Smith
5-10 So.
F
Ashland, Ky.
Jodi Baker
6-0 Sr.
C
Jonacy, Ky.
Rashawnda Horton
5-9 Jr.
G
Zanesville, Ohio
Tamira Higgins
5-10 Sr.
F
Lexington, Ky.
Jamie Holbrook
6-3 Fr.
C
Ashland, Ky.

Saturday, November 19, ONLY
All Marshallwear and accessories 10% Off
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1949 Fifth Avenue
529-BOOK
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at the SC

EAST TENNESSEE
1 3.;
12-14, 5-8
T<>b'l3~1iiirDe "'s: DeShawne Blocker (6-0 Sr. F); Yvette Grainger (5-11
(5-5 So. G); Justina McClellan (6-0 Sr. C)
ol(;;~~
time all-conference first-team DeShawne Blocker
letlltlli __"-"'--""'' senior season. Last year she led the nation in rebounding (17.3 ~ d s per game) and was third in the league in scoring
(19. 7 points per game). The Lady Bucs have one ofthe deepest benches
in the league with all nine letter winners playing in at least 14 games
a year ago. ETSU will have a new head coach this year as Karen Kemp
replaces Debbie Richardson. She faces the challenge of improving a
team that averaged almost 28 turnovers per game.

FURMAN
1993-94: 14-14, 9-4
Top Returnees: Kristi Creamer (5-10 Sr. F); Meredith Levesque (5-10

All
Contact
Lenses

r ~;;~~~- I
I Your initial pair of replacement I
I CONTACT LENSES I
II $5.00 OFF
DisposablcLenscs I
N _ _ _,,
I
c - ... - - ... _ ...... _

l -'".,.,.-..,,_~...._.,.......
Available Thru

1$1

J

TENNESSEE-CHATTANOOGA
1993-94: 15-13, 7-6
Top Returnees: Anita Overcast (6-0 Sr. F); Amber 'fJ
Outlook: Coach Craig Parrott has the most difficul ~"H-.~,6
in the conference this year. He lost three starters who
points per game in 1993-94, while returning only £
last year's team. This year's roster is highlighted with foqrjunior
college transfers and four freshmen.

no

WESTERN CAROLINA
1993-94: 5-22, 1-12
Top Returnees: Alicia Brittain (6-0 Jr. C); Kristy Gah~tt ~:~SQ·)(});
Pam Owens
Y
~Outlook: Last year's top scorer Angela Rowe~s ~o~Ru:tr'
ee
starters return from a year ago. The Lady Catamo
n;:_~ay
en
the worst team in the Southern Conference last ye,,.
I' 'ii
eight statistical categories and next to last in seven
ear
will be better than last year for Coach Gary Peters, but
much.

Y

:i'fj,~fe
'
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See Yourself like never before ,
with Interactive Beauty Works
available exclusively in Huntington
at Signatures
-----......~-------:-~----:--,

((1he,•· .
c:p ·· eno11..·
.Legal
only in
Other features available on
Interactive Beauty Works:
Cosmetic $10 - $15
Color Analysis $5
Cosmetic Surgery $15
Weight Loss t5

five
states,
and this •
is not
one of them.

i.

HAIR & IMAGI: DESIGN

Call for an appointment

1U24tlrJwe Huntington, WV 25701697-4247
Open: Mon.- Fri. 9-7 Sat. 9-6
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A preview of SC teams
Appalachian State

1993-94: 16-11 overall, 12-6 conference

Top Returnees: Chad McClendon (6-7 Sr.
F );W· .
ook (6-0Sr.G);BrianHege (63 Jr.

~~~
... ~~':¥.\C had McClendon goes, so will
Mv.ilii.i"f:a eers. The senior forward

d 7 ints a game for appy last
year.
frontcourt men Tremayne
Rooks and Nod Carter to academics, so
freshmen will have to step up their play.
Highly touted frosh Tige Darner will make
an immediate impact.

il

Top Returnees: Robert Doggett (6-5 Sr.
G); Geoff Herman
Sr. G); Tony
Patterson (6-9Sr. C · .• tinMcClellan (65 Jr. F ).

UT-Chattanooga

#.r •

Outlook: Altµ<{u~~
ere only two
games over~
; tlie 'Buccaneers played
one of the1tt,
~.- o
. l non-conference
schedules ~
.
:u• The Bucs don't
stop there a· ey wiThave one of the
toughest this year as well. Patterson (12.1
ppg, 6.6 rpg) is a preseason all-conference
candidate.
Furman

1993-94: 10-18, 6-12
The Citadel

Top Returnees: Tazari Green (6-7 Jr. F);
Steve Harris (6-4 Sr. F); Pat Marshall (6-3
Sr. G); Anothony S "th (6-1 Sr. G).
Top
turnees: Reggie Jones (6-6 Sr. F );
Cha · pard (6-1 Jr. G ); MoncriefMichael
(6-5
)
~
~-,.~e Bulldogs' record last year
waS:.not·indicitive of how the team played.
TheC.ita.~ l lost six games that were decided
by sixb'r less points. Jones, a all-conference
selection, averaged 13 points a game.

Outlook: Fo
w-'i~'ch Joe Cantafio
is now the he
- an. Cantafio
will need h elp a
nter posistion as
Brian Edward s
auated and Steve
Nor ton tran sfere to Maryland. The
Paladins return four starters to a team
that has won only 21 games in the last two
years.

Davidson

Georgia Southern

1993 -94: 22-8, 13-5

1993-94: 14-14, 9-9

Top Returnees: Chris Alpert (5-11 Jr. G);
Jeff Anderson (6-4 Jr. G); George Spain (68
C); Bran n Williams (6-6 J r. F).

T op Returnees: Lonnie Edwards (5-11
So. G); Tim Heath (6-1 Sr. G); Pierre
McKisic(6-6Jr.
on Winters(6-7Sr.
F).

-

East Tennessee State

Ou tlook: With four s
s coming back
and threejw\j-0rco
ees the Eagles
could contend~
uthern Division
title. Georgia So
has a "controlled
chaos" style of play of its own. The Eagles
press and shoot three pointers frequently.
Edwards was the league's freshman of t he
year.

1993-94: 16-14, 13-5

toi

1993-94: 23-7, 14-4

Virginia Mllltary Institute

1993-94: 5-23, 2-16
Top Returnees: Lawrence Gullette (6-4
Jr. F); Warren Johnson (6-3 So. G); Maurice
Spencer(6-1 So. G);Brian Woolsey (6-2Sr.
G).

'

Outlook, New

.

coachBart~,,,E,

,ose
vacated job at James Madi
\vas
en
by former Herd coach Dwig <Fre
,
takes over a team thathas suffered through
nine straight losing seasons. Two of the
Keydets wins last year come from beating
Marshall. Gullette averaged 11 points a
game in 1993-94.
Western Carolina

1993-94: 12-16 , 8-10

Top Returnees: Frankie King (6-1 Sr.
G);TimFord(6-3Sr. F);Anque11McCollum
(6-1 Jr. G); J ohhny Scott\J>,S,1.:r-~~:'1
Outlook: King is proof]ft1 (t ~~ ole in
little packages. As a [i · ·ol'r_&,d
.
nativewasvotedleague g h eiear.
With no Catamounts tall
Noach
Bennie Dees may have a game
similar
to Billy Donovan's.

,~J~~•

PARTHENON
ADS WORK

SPORTS WORLD

;a,._

..::

t=A~TASTIC t=ALL t=U~
WE'RE OPEN ALL WINTER,
WEATHER PERMITTING!

*Tri-State's Finest Golf Range
*18 Hole Miniature Golf Course
* Baseball & Softball Batting Cages
*Go-Cart Racing

696-3346
......_

e

•'¢.= .._

~

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
SUN - THURS 11 :00 am - 10:00 pm
FRJ11 :00am - 11 :00pm

697-1 128

~,¼

GOOD FRIENDS

~ CHINESE fooo DINE IN a ·rAKE ou·r ?.B.
537 4th Ave. 1 block from 6th St. Bridge

•BRIDGE OPENING SPECIAL•

20% OFF DINNER BUFFET
**********
~ DRINK with EVERY Meal
LUNCH BUFFET $4.25 DINNER BUFFET $6.50

l-\~'f+l:ULTRA MODERN GRAND PRIX TRACK
COUPON

I
I
I
I
I
I ...
I

COUPON

COUPON

NEED COPIES NOW?
NOT TOMORROW!

I
OFFICE WIZARD •---·
I

1524 4TH. AYE·

BESIDE JKJUSB OP8111.JAR/JS

Located two blocks west of the new East End Bridge
Proctorville, Ohio (814) 888-7398 or (814) 886-7399

~ -·-

I
I
I
I

--

. .ir,:; -

I
I

r·

COPIES .COMPUTERS &. PAX
COPIES /J CENTS
1
wm1AD.
I

L-------------------~

THE PARTHENON

Nov. 26
Nov. 30
Dec.3
Dec.6
Dec. IO
Dec. 16
Dec. 18
Dec.21
Jan. 3
Jan.4
Jan. 7
Jan. 10
Jan. 14
Jan. 16
Jan. 18
Jan. 21
Jan. 23
Jan.30
Feb.4
Feb. 7
Feb. 11
Feb. 13
Feb. 18
Feb. 20
Feb.24
Feb.26
Mar. 1-5 ·

Youngstown State
at Eastern Kentucky
Duquesne
Morehead State
at Radford
Furman
at James Madison
Wright State
v:;. Siena*
vs. St Louis*
at East Tennesee
Cincinnati
Georgia Southern
UT-Chattanooga
at West Virginia
at Appalachian State
at Western Carolina
Davidson
East Tennessee State
at Kentucky
at UT-Chattanooga
at Georgia Southern
Western Carolina
Appalachian State
at Davidson
at Furman
SC Tournament

3

FR ID A Y, N O V. 1 8, 1 9 9 4 1 9 9 4

5:15 p.m.
7:30p.m.
7p.m.
7p.m.
2p.m.
6p.m.
3p.m.
7p.m.
7 p.m.
6or 8 p.m.
2p.m.
7p.m.
2p.m.
7p.m
5:30p.
7p.m.

Nov. 26
Nov. 30
Dec.6
Dec.9
Dec. 10
Dec.19
. 22
. 27

'ff

P•nMAR n i l L
~,;;nl.JNIVERSl Y
4
5 p.m.
15
=

;

11

7:30 p.m.
5:15p.m.
7:30p.m.
7:30p.m.
4p.m.
TBA

Feb. 13
Feb. 18
Feb. 20
Feb. 25
Feb27
March 2-5

Bluefield College
7:30 p.m.
at Central Michigan
7 p.m.
at Eastern Kentucky
7:30 p.m.
UT-Martin*
7 p.m.
Cansius or Cincinnati*
TBA
Central Michigan
7:30 p.m.
Kansas State
7 p.m.
at Kentucky
8 p.m.
at Wake Forest
7:30 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky
6 p.m.
UT-Chattanooga
7:30 p.m.
Appalachian State
4 p.m.
atVMI
7 p.m.
West Virginia(at Charleston) 8 p.m.
East Tennessee
7:30 p.m.
at UT-Chattanooga
7:30 p.m.
at Davidson
7:30 p.m.
Furman
7:30 p.m.
at The Citadel
7 p.m.
Western Carolina
7:30 p.m.
Georgia Southern
7:30 p.m.
at Appalachian State
7 p.m.
VMI
7:30 p.m.
at East Tennessee
7 p.m.
Davidson
7:30 p.m.
at Georgia Southern
7:30 p.m.
SC Tournament
TBA

• Delta Airlines Classic at Cincinatti, Ohio

• UNC Wilmington Tournament

For ab@ut adollar aday,·
both will.give you tqe power you need to
SUMve this semester.
Ollly $33,00 a mo,rtb.*

With the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred P-ayment Plan, you can take advantage of
already great student pricing on a Mac·-for abrut $33 per month' with no payments for 90 days:
Students who qualify can take home any Macintosh" personal computet; printet; CD-ROM drive or
other peripherals with no 11m and no complicated forms. Lets face it, the holidays aren't exactly

conducive to saving money. In fact, they can leave you broke. But you can still buy the computer
you want and not worry about payments until.long after the decorations are down. The
Apple Computer Loan 3Jld 90-Day Deferred P-ayment Plan. The solution
J,,
that gives you the power every student needs. The power to be your best:
IJ! -

PAY NOTHING FOR 90 DAYS
MSC COMPUTER STORE
Memorial Student Center, Marshall University
Open Monday - Friday, 8 A.M. - 4:15 P.M.
Phone: 304-696-6342 Fax: 304-696-6382

Lower level Memorial Student Center ~ 696-6342

App·le

